Bosnia - a personal
commitment
Constable Denis Kroezen returned to Australia earlier this year after
spending four months in war-torn Bosnia-Herzegovina working for Care
Australia delivering medicine and food.
As an organisation, the AFP has always answered the international
peacekeeping call. In this case Constable Kroezen took leave from
policing and made a personal commitment to help improve conditions
for a people in desperate need.
The following is his account of the experience.

O the outsider the words
waring factions in 1992. They deal
‘Humanitarna Pomoc’ may
with all member nations of the UN,
sound a strange expression for
all factions within the former
an even stranger situation in what
Yugoslavia
and
the
Non
used to be Yugoslavia.
Government Organisations (NGOs)
supplying and delivering aid.
These words mean humanitarian
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aid or humanitarian help and are
written on all vehicles carrying aid
in Bosnia-Herzegovina and working
on behalf of UNHCR (United
Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees.)
UNHCR became responsible for
the co-ordination and distribution
of all humanitarian aid to Bosnia at
the outbreak of hostilities between

Without UNHCR endorsement
and assistance no aid would enter
either Bosnia or Herzegovina.
Bosnia or Herzegovina? Yes there
are two distinct areas within the
country. Bosnia is the upper portion
of the country from Lipa in the
south to Tuzla in the north.
Herzegovina includes those areas
south of Lipa and covers major
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towns such as Ljbuski, Mostar and
Grude.
Bosnia is a particularly mountain
ous country, with high bare granite
mountains, and fertile valleys. Most
of the population is located along
the valleys and rivers. There are sev
eral large industrial towns in central
and Northern Bosnia, these being
Zenica, Vares, and Tuzla, all of
which required humanitarian aid.
Nearly all aid to Bosnia arrives
through Croatia, although some aid
to Northern Bosnia arrives via a
Russian organisation through
Belgrade in Serbia. Aid arriving in
Croatia enters the country througl^^
either the Port of Split or the PoJ^
of Ploce. Both ports are on the
Adriatic Coast of Croatia.
I can only describe the transit of aid
from the Port of Ploce through
Metkovic and into Bosnia. Metkovic
was my home base and the location
of a large UNHCR warehouse for
storing and distributing aid. Also in
Metkovic were many other
organisations including: Care
International, British Direct Aid,
and the Danish Refugee Council.

The natural beauty ofBosnia stands in contrast with the political upheaval taking
place.
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When I started work in Bosnia, the
waring factions were Bosnian
Croatians and Bosnian Muslims
known respectively as HVO
(Bosnian Croats) and the BIH
(Army of Bosnia Herzegovina). I
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Bosnia
must admit that I could not tell one
soldier from another as both sides
wore cast-off West German
uniforms and carried AK 47 rifles.
UNHCR carried most aid into
Zenica
and
Tuzla,
both
predominandy Muslim cities. This
aid originated in Croatia, entering
through HVO
lines
into
Herzegovina then through BIH
lines into Central and Northern
Bosnia. I am sure that this situation
is unique in ' war-time. Aid
originating in one country and
shipped from that country to it’s
enemy. At several points on the
journey it was necessary to travel
through through HVO lines into
BIH lines then into HVO lines
tentatively. This meant crossing
ie front line four or five times a
trip, depending on the progress of
the war.
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Aid carried was mainly flour, rice,
lentils, sugar, cooking oil, soap and
detergent. At times I carried large
quantities of medicine.
I was fortunate to take aid to
Mostar, both East and West Bank,
Zenica, Vitez, Novi Travnik, Posje,
and Jablanica, and many small
villages in between.
A typical journey would be,

Such scenes ofdestruction drove home the reality of the conflict.
Metkovic, Ljubiski, Grude,
Podgora, Tomaslavgrad, Lipa,
Prozor, Gornji Vakuf, Vitez,
Zenica, Breza, Vares and Tuzla. The
total round trip was about 800 km.
Day one, the outward leg was
Metkovic to Tomaslavgrad, day 2,
Tomaslavgrad to Zenica, day 3,
Zenica to Tuzla. The return journey
could be done in two days
depending on conditions.
All deliveries depended on a
number of circumstances. Firstly the
state of the war; was it volatile in
any particular area; what type of
action could you expect in any
sector; who was winning in any

particular area; who controlled the
area in general; what type of
weapons did the waring parties have
in your particular area of enterprise;
did
you
have
adequate
UNPROFOR (United Nations
Protection Force) protection; the
condition of the roads; how much
snow had fallen; what was the
likelihood of bandits attempting to
hijack the convoy, and what was the
amount of traffic likely to
encountered en route?
A typical convoy would be made up
of nine to 10 trucks with a Land
Rover support vehicle, the trucks
were mainly Mercedes Benz, Volvo,
Scania or MAN of6x4or6x6in
axle configuration, and of the tray
body or tipper type, each capable of
carrying 15 tonnes, on good roads
but
mostly
restricted
to
approximately 12 tonnes due to
road conditions.
The roads rated badly compared to
Australian conditions. In Australia
usually there is a couple of metres of
shoulder on each side of the
roadway. In the former Yugoslavia,
there are no shoulders. When the
road finishes, it finishes, often with
a drop of several hundred metres. If
a wheel drops off the edge the
vehicle will drop off as well.
Due to the war, the main roads
between Croatia and Bosnia are
closed due to bombed bridges and
land mines. As an alternative the
British Royal Engineers constructed
a road over the mountains between
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Lipa and Vavara. This narrow bush
track was driven over incredibly
harsh and mountainous country. In
the summertime it is extremely
dusty and in the winter it subject to
ice and snow conditions that cannot
be cannot be found in Australia.
En route were many checkpoints,
guarded by either the HVO with
civilian and military police, or BIH
with civilian and military police.
The level of attention given to the
aid convoys depended on the
guards’ mood.
A search could range from a
cursory inspection of the convoy
manifest to a complete search of
every truck. At all checkpoints there
would be someone who spoke
English, and usually after some
negotiation and the offer of a small
gift, like a pack of cigarettes or a
kilogram of sugar, the convoy
would be allowed to proceed.
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Road conditions in Bosnia were unlike anything Denis had experienced anywhere in
Australia andflack jackets were recommended driving attire.
12 minutes to re-load and re-sight.

On a day-to-day basis, the sound of
small arms fire became the norm
when in convoy. Small arms fire was
so frequent that it wasn’t a worry
until bullets started hitting the cab.

It was possible to count each shot as
they ranged in on the warehouse
where we were unloading. Each shot
came closer, until it reached the point
where those unloading the trucks
were on the verge of running away.
The ninth shell landed approximately
50m away. It was considered that the
10 th would land at the point that we
occupied. A mammoth effort was
made and all trucks were empty in
what we considered ample time. We
promptly departed and the last truck
was only about 15m from the
warehouse when a shell landed on the
roadway where it had been parked
seconds before. It is interesting to
note that upon our departure no
further shells were fired.

Mortars and shells were another
thing altogether. I was always
concerned about shells bursting
around me, particularly when artillery
made a direct hit on buildings less
that 25m from my location. These
buildings seemed to erupt in a cloud
of dust, showering the truck in
particles of building and shrapnel. I
have no doubt that while I was in
Bosnia I was shot at and shelled by all
factions there.

In the end the question must be
asked: does the aid help? The answer
is yes, but to what degree I don’t
believe that I am in a position to say.
I could not help wondering where the
aid went when I delivered it to
military warehouses and the military
stated that they distributed it as they
saw fit. This was of particular concern
in Zenica, a town of perhaps 200 000
people who relied solely on
humanitarian aid to survive.

While delivering aid in East
Mostar, the convoy was shelled by
the HVO, from West Mostar.
They had some type of large
Howitzer that took them exactly

When an aid convoys enter this
town, young men and women leap
onto the moving trucks, slashing
and tearing at the tarpaulins and
throwing whatever they can loot to

This practice could sometimes
backfire when some guard
commanders would demand bigger
and bigger bribes to enable aid to
pass their area of responsibility.
There was always some danger even
in a relatively safe area like Metkovic
or Split. Here most of the
population considered aid workers
as giving comfort to the enemy.
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the roadway
roadwav and awaiting
awaitin^^
accomplices. This practice is not
only dangerous for them, but also
for the drivers. If the driver stops,
the load will be looted and the cabin
would be ransacked. If on the other
hand, one of the looters fell from
the truck and was injured, then it
was almost a certainty that the
crowd would stop the vehicle and
the driver would be badly beaten
and possibly killed. It was my
experience that it was always more
acceptable to lose a little and deliver
most.
The only place where anyone was
positive that the aid was delivered to
the right recipient was in Tuzla^
where Care International delivered
directly to the Cap Ananmur
Orphanage. Care International is
the sole supplier to this institution
of some 100 orphans.
It is the people of the large towns
suffering the most, the county folk
appear not to be doing too badly, as
their subsistence farming lifestyle
has changed little.
My overall view of BosniaHerzegovina is that it is a lovely
country steeped in history and
culture, but unfortunately ravished
by war. I look forward to the day
when sanity will prevail and all
parties, be they Muslim, Croat or
Serb shall again become friends and
neighbours.
O
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